
NetDragon Summer Internship 2020

Hey design talents, are you looking for great summer plans? For opportunities to make your

resume stand out? Netdragon is looking for next generation designers! Come to join our 2020

summer design internship!

Who we are

NetDragon Websoft Holdings Limited (Stock Code: 777.HK), established in 1999, is one of world’

s most leading creator of online community, with 116 subsidiaries and nearly 7,000 employees

worldwide. With business and operations in more than 190 countries.

What it is

Ready to unleash your creativity? That’s exactly what you will do in our international summer

internship program, which has been organized by NetDragon since 2014.

What to expect

During the course of six weeks, interns from all around the world will learn NetDragon’s design

methods, exchange ideas and share different cultures in our fantastic headquarter located on the

southeast coast of China, and eventually be able to develop and present unique design works at

the end of the internship.

We will provide you with：

1、Housing and round-trip flight/train tickets

2、4500 RMB monthly salary (based on actual days worked)

Location

Fuzhou, Fujian Province, China

Internship Period

July 21, 2020 to August 31, 2020



Job Description:

1. Industrial Designer

[Requirements]

1）Not only take a try in design field , but also be full of creative passion for industrial design all

the time;

2）Curious about different types of products, especially digital, cultural and creative products;

3）With creative thinking, be skeptical for the existing things;

4）Willing to realize your own special ideas, and can't help making it by yourselves;

5）Like teamwork but also love to think independently;

6）Want to increase greatly by improving a bit more every day;

7）Be able to pull yourself together if encounter setbacks;

8）Have a sense of humor, especially in the way you see yourself;

It would be even better if you...

[Experience requirements]

1）Have your own design work (either design independently or cooperatively);

2）Participated in training activities, design camps, etc. with foreign students;

3）Experience of long-term and long-distance travel alone.

[Capability requirements]

1）Ability to express design concepts with English keywords and do efficient data search on the

web;

2）Hand-painting skills which can clearly express your thoughts;

3）High level of English proficiency, at least dare to speak English;

4）3D software capabilities for surface modeling.

2. Product Designer (Software direction)

[Requirements]

1) Creative thinking is a must

2) Logical thinking and be able to summarize

3) Good at pressure handle and multitasking

4) Self-motivated, demonstrate strong active learning capacity

It would be even better if you have...

1) Experience in internet product design

2) Design work/project

3) Prize in national competition



3. User Experience Designer

We are looking for a person like this:

1) You can be a prophet who is familiar with resource data, but also can analyze user behavior,

emotions and experience demands, and provide valuable user information for product

development and design;

2) You can be a magician, good at Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, or Fireworks and Prototyping.

Create anything from your imagination.

3) You can be an artist of life, always be novel to design, and keep formality in life.

Or it could be something like this:

1) Good oral and written expression skills (well-designed PPT)

2) Capable of 3D/VR scene design, such as C4D, 3Dmax, ProE, and UG

3) Understand human-computer interaction design and human-centered design

4) Excellent skills of presenting innovative design methods and concepts through various ways,

such as storyboard, wireframes and prototypes

4. Game Designer (System Design & Numerical Design)

[Requirements]

1 ) Consistent passion for game creation

2）Familiar with multiple platforms and different kinds of games

3）Maintain a design attitude and view everything with a design eye

4) Keep rigorous logic thinking, rich creativity and imagination

5) A teamworker, capable to present ideas and opinions in both oral or writing form

6) Unswervingly pursue self-improvement

7) Possess a strong faith in turning your ideas into actual designs

[Preferred Skills (System Design)]

1）Original design work (work independently or in collaboration)

2）Award-winning experience in national professional competition

3）Basic knowledge of mathematics is required

4）Interested in psychology or basic knowledge of psychology though self-study

[Preferred Skills (Numerical Design)]

1）Proficient in using various math formula, and strong interest in calculating various in-game

value with self-motivation

2）Major in math, mathematics-statistics, computer science

3）Award-winning experience in national professional competition related to mathematics



How to Apply

To apply for the summer internship, please send your original work and resume (your graduation

date and personal photo must be included) as a single compressed file (.zip or .rar) to：

campus_job@nd.com.cn or ndcampus.hr@gmail.com

Application Deadline：May 31, 2020.

We will inform you the results of your application via email between June 5, 2020 and June 20,

2020.

Attention：

1、 Please name both your email subject and the attached file in the format as

position-name-school

2、 Please make sure you are available to attend the entire internship.

3、 Affected by COVID-19, we may conduct special planning by holding this summer internship

online.
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